Introduction 1
Frameworks such as Distributed Morphology assume that the lexicon consists of roots and morphosyntactic features and that these roots are categorized by functional elements (Marantz 1997 , Embick and Marantz 2008 , Embick 2010 . 2 An example is provided in (1) where the root is either categorized as a verb (1a) or as a noun (1b).
(1) a.
The leading idea is that word formation is syntactic and that there are atomic, nondecomposable elements that are called roots. Importantly, in this theory, roots are category neutral. They enter the syntactic derivation without a category and are only categorized by combining with category-defining functional heads/labels. 1 We are grateful to the audience at the Little v conference in Leiden, the participants in the Research Seminar at the University of Stuttgart, and the members of the EXOGRAM research group in Trondheim, and Hans Petter Helland for valuable feedback on this paper. We also thank the anonymous reviewers for their helpful and thorough comments on a previous version.
In this paper, we will discuss whether roots have independent meaning of their own. That is, do roots have substantial meaning independently of their syntactic configuration? This will lead us to consider whether or not roots are similar across languages, and our conclusion, following Arad (2003) , will be negative. Instead, building on Arad (2003) and Anagnostopoulou & Samioti (2014) , we will propose a typology of languages based on the division of labor between little v and roots. In brief, some languages have highly general roots that can appear with a range of different meanings, whereas other languages have roots with severely restricted meanings.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 is a background section that discusses roots and categorizers more generally. Section 3 discusses roots in Hebrew and English, two languages that are quite different in terms of how much information each root encodes. Data from the history of English are reviewed in section 4, demonstrating that English used to make more use of overt verbalizing morphology in previous stages. Section 5 is an extensive discussion of roots in Greek, arguing that Greek is somewhere in between English and Hebrew. Our proposed typology is introduced in section 6, and we present two different ways of capturing the typology.
Concluding remarks are made in section 7.
3 2004, Borer 2005a , b, 2013 , Di Sciullo 2005 , Embick 2010 , Julien 2002 , and Caha 2009 ). There are many reasons why the syntax-morphology interface is an important issue in linguistic theory. First, there is the fundamental issue of whether syntactic operations are defined over 'words' or over smaller units (morphemes, morphs, roots, etc.) . Second, and related to the first question, to what extent do functional syntactic structures encode morphological units? Importantly, exploring these two related issues will yield crucial insights into the architecture of the grammar, as can be seen from the widely different answers that have been provided in the literature (Aronoff 1976 , Anderson 1992 , Lieber 1992 , Halle and Marantz 1993 , Wunderlich 1996 .
Third, there is the question of possible differences between various kinds of morphological operations regarding whether they take place in the lexicon or in the syntax (e.g., famously derivational versus inflectional morphology, as in Chomsky 1970, Anderson 1982 , Marantz 1997 , Borer 2005a , b, 2013 .
Distributed Morphology (henceforth, DM) argues in favor of what has become known as the 'single engine hypothesis' (Halle and Marantz 1993, Marantz 1997) , which holds that all computation, be it small or big, is syntactic. Thus word formation is syntactic; operations within a lexicon are not permitted. On this view, the lexicon is assumed to consist of roots and functional heads such as categorizers. A root does not carry a category; it receives a category by being embedded in a structure which contains a categorizer. The three standard lexical categories are thus analyzed as in As these examples illustrate, the categorizers in Hebrew are crucially overt.
A core question concerns the content of a root. Are roots simply proxies that can appear in a given syntactic configuration or do they actually contribute some semantic content on their own? If they contribute meaning, can roots be catalogued into different baskets depending on their meaning?
6
In an influential paper, Harley (2005) suggests precisely this latter alternative.
Her proposal is that roots can be divided into three categories: Things, Events, and
States. We will briefly consider each of these three categories.
4
Roots that denote Things are roots such as √FOAL and √DROOL (Harley 2005: 47) . These roots are underlying direct objects, incorporating into the transitive verb and measuring out the event of the root (7) a. The mare foaled #for two hours/in two hours.
b.
The mare bore a foal #for two hours/in two hours. (Harley 2005: 55) , which have a semantic structure that can be characterized as 'CAUSE+STATE'.
(11) Jill flattened the metal (#of bumps).
(12) Jill roughened the surface (#of scratches).
These change of state predicates are not happy to take a complement, but there are other predicates which allow them, as illustrated in (13)- (14) (Harley 2005: 54 From a different perspective, Rappaport, Hovav and Levin (2010) argue that roots belong to two ontological classes, namely manner and result, which influence among other things the range of argument alternations verbs built on the basis of each root can appear in. We will not discuss the arguments in favor of this decomposition of root meaning, suffice it to point out that there are various suggestions in the literature emphasizing that roots have substantial meaning independent of their configuration.
5
The next question to be addressed is whether or not all languages behave like English; that is, whether there is variation among languages in terms of how much meaning a given root does or does not have. In the remainder of this article, we will address this question, proposing a typology of languages illustrated mainly by comparing English, Greek and Hebrew. We will start with a general discussion of Hebrew and English.
Hebrew and English
Arad (2003, 2005) was the first to highlight the differences between languages when it comes to roots. She makes the claim that there is a distinction between two types of languages: A Hebrew-type, where a single root may form multiple nouns and verbs, and an English-type, where each root is normally assigned one interpretation in a nominal or verbal environment (Arad 2003: 740) . Arad claims that Hebrew instantiates a phenomenon labeled multiple contextualized meaning, which involves a 5 There is also other work denying that roots have an ontological classification, viz. Borer (2005a Borer ( , b, 2013 , Acquaviva (2014) , and Acedo-Matellán and Mateu (2014).
9 root acquiring multiple meanings depending on its environment. Considering the verbal system, about fifteen percent of the Hebrew roots display multiple contextualized meanings. About twenty-seven percent of the roots do not alternate (Arad and Shlonsky 2003) . In the following examples taken from Arad (2003: 743-744) , roots displaying multiple meanings are illustrated.
Arad emphasizes that despite the apparent differences within each group, they all share the core root. The phonological core is evident whereas the semantic core is underspecified. She argues that it is possible to extract a highly general meaning for most of the above groups. These are provided in (20).
Despite this general meaning that can be attributed to the root, the individual meanings of the words are rather different. Which meaning is assigned to which word is, as expected, arbitrary: There is nothing that forces a specific root in a given environment to receive the interpretation it does.
English is different from Hebrew. In this language, roots seem to have some substantial meaning which is rather independent of the syntactic configuration in which they occur (Harley 2005 , Alexiadou, Anagnostopoulou and Schäfer 2006 , and Levin and Rappaport Hovav 2008 . 6 One simple illustration of that is the contrast between (21) and (22).
English employs two morphologically unrelated roots whereas Hebrew utilizes the same root √šmn. Put differently: children acquiring English need to acquire two roots, children acquiring Hebrew need to acquire two different interpretations associated with the same root (Arad 2003: 743 
Causativization in English
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In this section, we will consider data from the history of English that will demonstrate that English used to be different in terms of functional vocabulary that contribute to fixing the meaning of a given root.
Van Gelderen (2011) documents a series of verbal valency changes in the history of the English language. She notes that there is a causativizing affix -j in early Germanic, which becomes -i in Old English. Lass (1994: 166) We argue that this causative semantics is not encoded in the head per se, but rather emerges as a property of the entire syntactic configuration (Hale and Keyser 1993 , Higginbotham 2000 , Marantz 2006 , Ramchand 2008 , this volume, Schäfer 2012 ). The other 'causative' suffixes are pure verbalizers, realizing little v. The main argument for the differentiation among the suffixes is that the non-en suffixes are not productive and do not provide real causative semantics.
The history of causativization in English demonstrates that little v can be morphologically realized even in English, and that English at earlier stages looked a bit more like Hebrew since it had more visible morphological realizations of syntactic heads. The major change, according to van Gelderen (2011: 138) , is related to "a discontinuation of marking causatives and transitives morphologically". This increased morphological opacity can be viewed as a key ingredient in understanding the development of English and also the difference between English and Hebrew, cf.
section 3.
Roots in Greek
In this section, we will look at a language that seems to be placed somewhere in the middle between English and Hebrew, namely Greek. Before we can turn to the main point, which is that Greek has a set of underspecified roots which makes it look more like Hebrew, some background on the relevant data are in order.
In Greek, there are two participles that attach to verbs: -tos and -menos.
Consider the following examples from Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2008) . (28) Anagnostopoulou (2003) and Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2008) argue that -tos participles lack event implications, whereas -menos participles are different: these denote states resulting from prior events. In the example in (31), (31a) means that the potatoes are fried as a result of a frying event, whereas (31b) means that the potatoes had been cooked in a particular way ("characteristic state" interpretation) (Anagnostopoulou and Samioti 2014: 88) . (31) (2014) for a more complete discussion of further syntactic differences.
In terms of the syntactic analysis, Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (2008) suggest that -tos participles attach to the root below the category-defining head. -menos (target state) participles are different: these denote states resulting from prior events. They attach above the category-defining head v, which is taken to be the eventivizing head. This can be illustrated in (34) and (35). interpretations. There is also a third type of participle in Greek: -menos resultant state participles that include both implication of an event and agentivity. 8 For this type, the participle attaches to Voice. Now we will return to looking at how the above data serve as a background to understanding the relevance of Greek for the typology of root categorization that we are seeking to develop in this paper. Anagnostopoulou and Samioti (2014: 81) identify the Marantz/Arad Hypothesis (Marantz 2001 , Arad 2003 (36) as a condition on the emergence of idiosyncratic meanings.
(36) The Marantz/Arad Hypothesis
Roots are assigned an interpretation in the context of the first category assigning head/phase head merged with them, which is then fixed throughout the derivation.
In the present context, this means that -menos participles are expected to have a predictable meaning whereas -tos participles will be highly idiosyncratic (cf. However, Anagnostopoulou and Samioti (2014: 97) show that there is a range of cases where -tos participles can occur.
Importantly, these -tos participles do not have event implications (they denote characteristic states), and they do not license manner modification, agent PPs or instruments (Anagnostopoulou and Samioti 2014: 97) . (42) (44) a.
-tos directly attaches to roots which can be characterized as Root event .
-tos does not combine with Root thing . It combines with Root thing + verbalizer.
c.
-tos does not combine with Root state + verbalizer because an adjective blocks the -tos form. Let us consider the last generalization more carefully. 10 The roots to which -tos attaches are roots with no clear meaning, hence the name: Root undefined . There are two ways in which the meaning is undefined: i) it is impossible to assign an exact meaning to the root, and ii) no corresponding noun or verb of the form Root undefined + inflection exists. Anagnostopoulou and Samioti distinguish between two subclasses.
The first class consists of undefined roots which represent movements, sounds or shapes, and they are often formed by reduplication. They require a verbalizer in order to become verbs, and then they become adjectives, as in (45), or nouns (Anagnostopoulou and Samioti 2014: 102) . (45) The second class is made up of roots "which seem completely and totally undefined before a verbalizer attaches to them", making them eventive (Anagnostopoulou and Samioti 2014: 102) . (46) This typology is more restricted in that it predicts three classes of languages: i) languages where the root is rather contentless and the word serves as the basic unit, ii) languages where the root strongly influences the meaning of a word, iii) languages in between where the stem is the basic unit of meaning. Here we take a stem to be the node directly dominating the categorizing head and the root, so a stem is the minimal unit comprising a root and its categorizer. The typology in (48) has the advantage of 27 connecting meaning and morphology, although it also predicts three discrete classes of languages.
We have put forth two different alternative analyses: Languages can either be placed on a continuous scale in terms of how much semantics is encoded in the root, or all languages can be divided into one of three discrete classes according to whether the basic unit is a root, a stem, or a word. Larger typological investigations would be required in order to choose between these two alternatives.
Anagnostopoulou and Samioti (2014) (49) a.
Our proposal suggests that little v plays different roles in different languages:
in Hebrew it is crucial for determining the interpretation of roots and thereby words, whereas in English it categorizes roots and also determines aspects of meaning (see e.g., Marantz 2013 and the discussion in section 5). In English, and partly in Greek, it is Voice that is the most important head for determining (idiomatic) interpretation (see Anagnostopoulou and Samioti 2013, 2014 and references therein for much discussion). Therefore, we argue that little v is always a verbalizer in all languages, though it can also take on additional roles, such as in Hebrew where it is strongly linked to determining the interpretation of roots by way of functional morphology.
We mentioned above that there is evidence from the literature that v can be of two types even in languages such as English and Greek, and discussed the distinction between a v head in the context of causative semantics, and pure verbalizers. Clearly, this departs from the view of v as being the head introducing the external argument, in e.g., Chomsky (1995) , Embick (2004) , Collins (2005) , Folli and Harley (2008) , Harley (2013) , Merchant (2013) . External arguments are introduced by Voice, cf. Kratzer (1996) , Alexiadou, Anagnostopoulou and Schäfer (2006) . See also Harley (this volume), Schäfer (this volume), and Sundaresan and McFadden (this volume) for discussion.
One remaining question is whether we need to encode semantics on little v heads. Ramchand (2008, this volume) and Schäfer (2012) 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have discussed the question of what the division of labor is between the root and the functional morphemes categorizing the root across a small set of languages. We argue that it is possible to devise a typology of roots and functional morphemes where languages are sorted on a scale. Given the languages we have looked at here, the scale ranges from Hebrew on the one hand to English on the other hand. In Hebrew, functional morphemes and especially verbalizers are crucial in determining the interpretation of a given root and thus a given word. In contemporary English, this is not the case, and the interpretation of the root and thereby the word is to a greater extent determined by the meaning of the root itself. Greek is argued to fall in between English and Hebrew on the scale.
For English, Greek, and Hebrew, the root is a crucial building block.
Languages are partitioned on a scale depending on exactly what the semantic properties of the roots are. The fact that roots play this important role offers indirect support in favor of the existence of roots, since if they did not exist, it would be much harder to understand the ways in which the three languages discussed differ.
We have also argued that little v works differently in English, Greek, and
Hebrew. In Greek, it introduces functional morphology that plays a crucial role when it comes to determining the meaning of a root in the context of a word. In English, it is a verbalizer, although it may also be linked to fixing the domain for allosemy (Marantz 2013) . Given that little v plays these roles, it cannot introduce an external argument; a separate functional projection above little v is needed to do that, viz.
Voice.
